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ABSTRACT 

Modal competition over time is used to examine the 
requirements for effective and useful dynamic models of transport 
systems. Mathematical programming techniques have been used to 
study time dependent models of bus and car competition and to 
determine the critical characteristics for such models. A 
remarkably detailed representation of the interaction within the 
sys tern is needed to bring out the dynamic behaviour, and the overall
behaviour of these feedback models is notably robust to different
objective functions. Separable or quadratic programming is however
necessary if good models of both equilibrium and dynamic behaviourare required. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the study of transport planning problems comparative static models 

are generally used, disaggregated in various ways as appropriate. 

This is fully compatible with the transport and land-use data collected, 

as this collection is carried out over an extended period, and is 

normally intended to represent an 'averaged' day when results have been 

collected. While this approach has been notably successful in 

achieving a coherent understanding of the patterns of movements and 

activity in urban areas, it has forced us to largely ignore many of the 

time-dependent inter-relationships between these patterns, or to treat 

them qualitatively, if at all. 

There are many processes i·n b d d 1 ur an transport an eve opment 

that are visibly affected by leads and lags in the impact of changes. 

A new motorway. for instance, bri·ngs a whole ff family of e ects into 
play, and the land-use changes over ti·me are at least as important 
as the fact they occur at all. Th 

e central unsolved dynamic problem is 
that of interaction of land-use and 

transportation decisions but 
experience in this area is limited 

, as a survey of the literature shows. 
A vital component of th" t f 

is ype o dynamic problem concerns the value 
and relevance of dynamic and feedback h . 

mec anisms in the generally 
better understood ar f d 1 

ea O mo a choice and trip distribution. The study 
of time-dependent 

systems, is, of course, not new to the field of 
economics and economic systems· but · h · 

' int e transportation field, study 
of this kind of problem has been limit d . 1 · 1 

e mainly to the c assica 
transportation scheduling problems (T . . (1). M"dl (2)) 

apiero and Sal1man , i er · 
Few attempts have been made to understand the full implications of 

modelling time-dependent transportation problems. The classical 

(Hitchcock-Koopmans) type of transportation problem, and the problems 

of vehicle scheduling and routing over time, have a special structure 

which facilitates building of models ad 1 . h The structure of n a gor1t ms. 

the matrices in these problems is such that a workable algorithm may be 
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constructed with comparative ease, and this explains why a great deal 

of research has been applied to this particular area. But while some 

characteristics and techniques carry over to time dependent problems 

such as modal choice, consideration of the Hitchcock-Koopmans transp

ortation problem does not give much insight as to what level of 

detailed representation is required to model a dynamic system. It is 

comparatively easy to construct an abstract mathematical structure 

which specifies a time dependent situation; it is quite another matter 

to actually produce a workable model without some knowledge of which 

features of the time-dependent system are critical. 

A paper by Tapiero and Saliman (l) typifies recent work on 

the subject. They present an abstract model which provides a 

reasonable and complete representation of a multi-commodity transport

ation problem over time, but no indication of applicative experience, 

which would be the next stage of their work. Some indication of how 

such a model could be run for production use, and if possible a 

demonstration of results, must be produced before such a model may be 

regarded as anything other than tentative. 

Midler( 2 ) adopts a more effective approach to the problem 

891 

of selecting an optimal combination of transportation modes over a 

multiperiod planning horizon, and is very successful in this specialised 

area. The assumptions are clearly stated, and the difficulties involved 

are discussed. This is a very important point, and it is easier to 

accept the final algorithm because of this. Unfortunately the work 

Midler has done does not carry over to the general case because of the 

special structure of his problem, although there are many similarities. 

Bergendahl ()) restricts his attention to the single mode problem of 

optimal investment in a road network: once again these limitations 

restrict the value of his work in a multi-modal case. 

The present paper is an initial attempt to product an approach 

to general time-dependent transportation analysis by addressing the 
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simplest and intuitively best understood transport problem where 

time-dependent effects are visibly important: n a mely th e modal 

choice between private car and public bus. Lessons gained from this 

study carry over to more general time-d e pendent systems. The paper 

contains formulations, results and discussions of thi s study of the 

dynamic modal choice problem. The objective of th e work is to ascertain 

what degree of representation is required to bring out tim e -d e pendent 

effects, how simple the formulations could realistically b e made, what 

effect different optimisation criteria would have on behaviour, and to 

what global factors were the equilibria most sensitive. 

The problem we address requires both th e multi-modal formulations 

of Midler and the network investment approach of Bergendahl and can be 

considered to overlap both the specialised areas considered by these 
authors. 

This approach is significantly different to other papers on 

this type of problem; our aim is to show exactly what the key issues 

are without going into unnecessary and possibly confusing detail. 

We are not at this stage interested in deriving the best and most 

detailed representations, except 1.·n so f ar as they include the factors 
we found to be the most important. 

There are several initial approaches to the dynamic problems 

of the kind discussed here, such as Bergendahl(3), and while the 

approach of this work is different to most papers, found in the 

11.terature the paper by M1"dler( 2 ) h , as e nough in co nunon to be discussed 
with the results here. 

2. TIME-DEPENDENT SYSTEMS AND MODAL COMPETITION OVER TIME 

we are concerned with constructing models of a time-depend e nt system 

within a mathematical prograrruning framework. A time-dependent system 

is tak e n to be one whi c h is dynami c , includes time-lags, time-dependent 
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and time-indep e ndent i n teractions. The problems studied here are dynamic 

in the usual sense that there are a number of systems which suffer 

changes that respond to a manifold of sequential decisions, but there 

is the additional feature that all these systems interact, and these 

interactions themselves are not necessarily dependent upon time. The 

interactions studied here are fixed (but possibly at a different level) 

for each time period~and act as constraints upon the system. The form 

of these interactions, together with the desire to search out 'optimal' 

solutions of various kinds encourages the use of generalised optimising 

frameworks such as those of mathematical programming (linear, quadratic 

or separable programming) methods. Such methods may be employed to 

determine where and what degree dynamic effects show up in the 

representations of the system; the aim being to search out the simplest 

modelling formulations capable of responding to and adequately 

representing both cross-sectional and time-dependent behaviour. 

The situation under study is intermodal competition in a 

transport system, where a number of modes are operating in competition 

with one another with each service being controlled by an operator 

With specified objectives. It is the classical situation where a modal 

operator tries to vary fares and services in order to achieve pre

determined policies and budgets. Each such operator does the same 

over different time scales, and hence multiple time-dependent responses 

occur. Several of these are lagged as neither of the variations 

mentioned above need be instantaneous, nor any traveller reacti ons to 

the changes. Modal choice is of course dependent upon many factors, 

including fare, frequency, journey and waiting times, and any special 

attitudes shown towards each mode. The operator's pol icies are based 

partly on these considerations, and partly on a pre-d e termine d budget. 

The modal split situation also involves an interaction which is not 

dependent upon time. This arises, for instance from road or track 

congestion; more traffic giving longer journey times. 

The question now arises, how does this system behave ove r time 
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when there are two or more modes in competition? This µaper presents 

as a first step three possible models using the simplest reasonable 

representations that are consistent with linear forms and lin ea r 

programming methods. The numerical values of the result s are of no 

major interest. The essential questions relat e to th e form and style of 

solutions; whether an equilibrium over the system exis ts at all, which 

constraints are active in determining solutions, and what is the effect 

of varying certain coefficients and constraints. 

3 , NOTATION 

It is convenient at this 
stage to introduce some basic notation. 

i 

y 

n~ 
1 

z~ 
1 

m 

T zY ~ 
m.,., 

q 

C. 
1 

t 

d 

T. 
1 

B . 
1 

y 

F~ 
1 

c~ 
1 

L. 
1 

== 

= 

= 

== 

== 

= 

= 

= 

= 

mode 

time period 

frequency of mode i for t1·me 
of modal units per week 

period yin number 

number of passengers on mode . f 1 or time period y 
per week 

number of modes (m >.,.Z) 

number of non-travellers f 

flow on link 

or tim e period y per week 

cost of running . one unit of mode i for one week 

time (in we eks ) 

total d emand available for travel per week 

time l ag for mode i 

budget for mode i 

(in weeks) 

total number of time per i ods 

fare during period yon mode i 

total cost of running one unit of mode i for time 
period y 

journey time of mode i 
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4. FORMULATIONS 

4 . 1 Scop e for linearisation 

The mod els initially discussed are linear. The justification for 

building such linear models is that the distinguishing features of our 

problem are the time and feedback structures, and it is reasonable that 

a model which incorporates these structures 'correctly' will produce 

results representative of the longitudinal behaviour of the system. 

Any formulation where interaction and budget constraints are linear in 

form should product non-trivial responses as long as the time structure 

is properly specified: this allows us to drastically simplify the 

problem-with some sweeping assumptions. 

Consider the inter-model situation over some fixed period of 

time (say, two years) with the simplest possible competition between 

modes for a specified type of journey - namely, a bi - modal situation 

such as public (bus) versus private (car), Buses and cars run over 

common links (roads) and hence there is a direct interaction. Network 

effects are not included initially. For the purpose of elucidating 

time-dependent effects it is considered sufficient to consider just one 

link providing a common path for both buses and cars between a fixed 

origin and a fix e d destination . 

The first formulation is restricted to linear representations 

of a few basic elements and in constructing it a further important 

assumption regarding the time structure is made: i.e . that each mode 

operator reviews his services at pre-d ete rmined times, with appropriate 

time lags, before any required service change may be implemented. (It is 

arguable whether or not this is reasonably close to th e real situation). 

It is apparent that in making this assumption the model becomes less 

dynamic in form and takes on a pseudo-equilibrium appearanc e . Neverthe

less some helpful insights into the nature of the problem may be gained, 

and the rea 1 importan ce and influence of th e inclusion of time structures 
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in this context may be di scove red through th is rest ri c tion to a 

single lagged proce ss. 

One straightforward lin ea r model adopt s a step function as 

the function expressing traveller r eac tion to Eares. This implies 

that the small changes in fare would not cause a traveller r eac ti on, 

which may not b e to o far from r eali t y but is cer t ai nl y an important 

assumption and to introduce some va riation it is therefore ass umed 

that eac h mode-operator deliberat e ly fixes the Ear e at eac h service 

review, perhaps in response to rises in cost and ch anges i n 

patronage . Traveller reaction is ther efo r e dependent upon freq u encies 

and journe y times, and although it is diffi cult t o say exactly h ow much 

effect th is has on th e format of the model so lution s, the loss of 
fare-reaction may no t be t oo great a t this stage . Any time-lags 

arising from passeng er reaction are also dis co unt ed , so th e only l ag 

under consideration is that duet · h o service c ang e imple ment atio n. It 
is sufficient to study resp f th k" d onses o e 1n required her e to consid e r 
just one such la g. 

The cons tr aints for this elementa l pro bl em a r e generate d 

using th e following s e t of relationships up on whi ch trav e llers' 

modal choice depend s : 

( i) Freq uenc y of se rvi ce/Num ber of passen ge r s . 
(ii) Modal journ ey tim e/Numb er of passenger s . 

(iii) Journey time/Flow on link . 

(iv) Cost o f r unnin g a service/Time . 

The fact that the two modes considered use the same lin k 

(and h en ce co ntribute to the flow on t h at link) generates th e inter-

a ctio n con stra ints on th e system (b) 1·n the n ex t sect i on. In th ese 

mod e ls just this one t ype of int e r ac tion constraint i s cons id ere d, 

si n ce a numbe r of s uch inter act ions may be compr esse d int o one in 

the two-dim en s i onal linear case . For each tim e p eriod th e r e are 
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the r efo r e just two co n strai nts - interaction and demand; globally 

there is one co nstraint for ea ch mode incorporating budget and traveller 

!eac tion. 

Th e ti me p e riod s tru e tur e incorporated int o the first formulation 

(s ub seque n tly r ef e rr e d to as th e 'Simple Model') is perhaps most easily 

8nd clea rl y d esc ribed b y mea ns of the diagram in Fig.l (A), which shows 

hO W th e tot a l time is split up~ with respect to one mode. In Fig. l(A), 

'f i s th e t ime lag inherent in the problem, and R is the length of time 

be tw ee n service reviews. Each of the time intervals marked in the 

diagram will b e t e rmed 'tim e -periods' • The special configuration of 

t he probl em s t e ms from the exis tence of the time periods. One variable 

· · h eek) travelling 1.s intr o duc e d for th e numb er of people (per aps per w 

by each mod e in eac h time p e riod . The demand and interaction constraints 

h 1 f the matrix of the ence app ea r a numb e r of times down the diagona o 

1 . 11th models - the matrices ine a r program. This is a basic feature of a e 

have a bl o ck - di ago nal s tructur e. 

In th ese mod e ls l i near functions fo r (i) ~ (iv) above ar e 

ass umed to be of the form: 

(i) y n~ e on s tant p.Z. = pi 
]_ ]_ ]_ 

y L~ 
0 cQns tant (ii) v.z. = -L. L., V. 

]_ l l l 1 l 

(i i i) Bi constants q = a. + 8. L. CL, 
l l l l 

co t 0 s. const ant s (iv) C. = + s . C.' 
]. ]. 1 1 l 

and fo r th e interaction betw ee n journey times 

2 
(v) :L.: 

i=I 
a. L. 

l l 
= £ £ constant 

i = 1, 2 

i = 1, 2 

i = 1, 2 

i = 1 , 2 

Th f Lo v a. a C S therefore specify e set o co nst ants p i' i' i' i' tJi ' i' i' 

th e particular sit uation under study, which is here bimod a l. 
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4.2 The simple model in mathernetical t e rms 

The constraints of the problem tak e the fol lowin g form fo r a 

bi-modal model : 
3 

Ca) > I ~r = d 
i =I 

Each y, 1 ~ y ~ Y (d emand) a nd i 
runs f rom 1 to 3 
to cover the 'no 
travel' mode. 

(b) 

f (c) 

y 
L 

y=l 

Each y , 1 ~y ~ Y (interaction) 
n,>..i constants 

(Fl_Y zYl_ - n.Yc _Y) 'lB . Ea ch i , 1 ~ i ~ 2 
l l 1 

(budget) 

or explicitly 

y 
Cc) L (F~ Z~-p . zY cY_) ~ B E h l l l i l i' ac i , 1~ 2 

y=l 

The objective fun c tions take on various forms s u ch as 

maximisation of total a nd individual profit, mi nimis atio n of total 

running cos ts, and minimi s ation of traveller perceived cos ts. 

All these objectives contain term s as in t h e bud ge t co n straints (c), 

so that, for example, for maximi s ation of t otal r eve nu e the 

expression is 

2 y y 

L 
i=l 

(F~ z~ - p. zY cY ) - )_ FY zY 
1 1 1 i i i 3 

y=l 
) 

y=l 

(where the final t e rm indicates tha t a bus company sees non tr ave ll ers 

( Z~ ) i n t erms of l os t revenue to co rr ect for the co nstr ai nt of a 

fixed tot a l of trav e ller s , the 3 rd mode being 'n o t r ave l'). 

Th e parti c ular role played by eac h of th e variables i n th e 

for mul ation i s perhaps b e st illu stra ted b y diagram Fig.l(B). lt has 
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bee n assumed h e r e . of co ur se , th a t Z . is a continuous variable, and not 
l 

re str icted to i nt ege r val u es as it would be in practice. For large demands, 

ho wev e r, th is will ca us e no difficulty and errors from rounding the 

s oluti o n val u es will b e sma ll. 

4 . 3 Di sc u ssion o n the Simple Model 

This mo d e l ca n gi v e so me useful indications of the nature of the 

p robl e m. The most interesting feature is that budget constraints play 

a larg e part in d e t e rmining the natur e of the solutions. The criteria 

for f eas ib i l i ty or infeasibility of the linear programming structure 

of th e model a r e dep e ndent primaril y upon the strength of these 

c on s traint s . This i s as might have been expected, but it is 

encour agi n g to h a v e this intuition confirmed by the results. Fig. 2 

gives a n illustration of the behaviour common to all solutions for the 

simple model. Such results lead to the conculsion that the form of the 

solutions is dep e ndent only upon the s e nsitivity of the solutions with 

respect to inf easi bility, a nd hence upon budgets. Variation of the 

objective fun c tion brings very little response - if any - in the form of 

solution. The same may be said for variation of the coefficients in 

the interact ion cons train ts. Further study of the stabl e equilibria 

inherent in the solutions (see for example Fig. 2), particularly in 

the final time periods, draws two more conclusions, First: that the 

time lags inherent in the problem are not h av ing much eff ec t on the 

model, s u ggest ing that in this respect the model is not formulat e d 

corre c tly. Second: th e meaning of the stable equilibrium to be seen 

in the last time periods is uncl ea r; it is r ea l - i.e. would it co ntinue 

w e r e mor e periods added, or is it me r e ly apparent and an end-effect 

whi c h only appea rs due to the limit e d number of time periods ? This 

mod e l was constructed with just six p e riods for this example: 

con se quently, what end-effects are b ei ng exposed? 
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4.4 The extended model 

The second model presented here, The Extended Model, is al s o linear 

and is an extension of the Simple Model in two ways : 

(i) The time-period structure is redesigned in an 

attempt to produce a model capable of richer 

dynamic responses. 

(ii) With such a time structure, the total time under 

consideration is lengthened so that more of the 

basic time periods are removed from possible end 

effects and influence . 

All other features of the Simple Model are essentially 

retained. The basie assumptions already made still hold, so that 

within each time period the demand and interaction constraints remain 

the same, while the budgets are similar within the framework of a 

new time period structure. 

The time structure is now designed so that the total time 

is spli t up into a number of sub-time periods of equal lengths this 

length being compatible with the time lags inherent in the problem. 

The idea of pre-determined reviews of service is aband oned; instead 

it is assumed that each operator reviews his service continuously, 

with respect to the time periods, after same initial starting point . 

(The time lag arising from traveller reaction is once ag a in ignored). 

4.5 Mathematical Configuration of the Extended Model 

With the usual notation the constraints for a bi - modal model are: 

(a) 
3 
~ zY = d 
L-- i 

i=l 

each y, 1 ~ y ~ Y 

(b) 

(c) 

~ 

r 
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2 z y ~ >. .. 
,L' __ _ 1 1 

= T) 

i=l 

(F. Yz. Y~. - C. Yz ~- ~ ) 
1 1 · · 'i:-'" 1 1 1 

z~ -=- 1 
?... A. 

1 1 

Tl - Tl 

each y, 1 ~ y ~ Y 

~ B. for each i 
l. 

-I 
t 

T z . "<!, A. for each i 
l l -

As has been stated, (a) and (b) are the same as for the 

Simple Model, while (c) has been redesigned with the new time period 

structure to take account of the new time lag T. (in the examples, 
1 

Ti = 2 for bus, 0 for car) so that each change of service depends on 

the situation T. periods before. Along with t h is, some starting 
l 1 

values are required, to the number of T = max (T.), and these are 
l 

provided by the A~ in (d) . 
l 

As before the objective f unctions take different forms but 

always include a combination of terms such as appear in the left hand 

side of (c); so that for maximisation of total profit the objective 

function takes the form : 

Maximise >--: y 

L (F .Y z~ -Ti - c~ 
1 1 1 

i y=3 

4. 6 Discussion of the results fro m the extended model 

The results from this model follow the trend established by the Simple 

Model. 

The effect of the t y pe of obje c tive function on the final 

solution is again fairly small, th ou gh switchin g betw e en differ ent 
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objective functions does give s li ghtl y more va ri a ti on in th e r es u]t s 

th a n in the Simple Model. Th ey do no t a lt e r the s tyl e of so lution 

appreciably, and this rem a in s tru e of all th e r es ult s obtained. (S ee for 

example Fig s . 3 and 4). In all cases a stable equilibrium position is 

clearly in evidence and the effects in the final time p er i od s a r e the 

sa me . Budget constraints again pl ay an active pa rt in d e t e rmining 

the forms of s olutions. Fi g . 3 is typical of suc h r es ult s i llu st r a tin g 

th e bi-m o dal distribution ov e r th e twelv e tim e period s (2 years ) und er 

co nsideration, a s the budget co nstr ai nt s are tight e n ed . Evidently t h e 

a mount of fluctuation and dis - eq uilibrium is to a large exte nt d e p ende nt 

upon the tightne ss of th ese constraints, a nd how nea r th e prob l em is to 

infeasibility. Moreover, in s pite of flu c tu a ti on s in distribution, ther e 

is alway s a stretch of time p e ri ods where distribution is s t a ble. 

However, the stable positions a re r a th e r differ e nt to th ose of th e Simple 

Model, and lead one to suspect that th ese characteristics are n o t a 

r es ult of the type of time period structure, but mor e lik e ly a re s ult 

of over-simplification of the pr ob l e m. The pr ac ti ca lly int erest ing 

c on c lusion is that th e lim ita tion of resources a llo ca ted to publi c 

tr ans port tr a n sforms t he problem from one of optimising to on e of finding 

a feasible p a ttern of service: at thi s basi c l eve l it i s int eresti n g that 

this t ype of idea is brought out by the model . 

Again th e r e is a s triking e nd effect (see Fig s . 3 and 4) thi s tim e 

of tot a l modal split in th e fi nal period(s) . Th e exact n ature of th e 

end ef f ec t - wheth e r real or apparent - i s not clea r. 

4 . 7 Decis ion s 

As th e problem und er i nv estigatio n co nt ains d ecisio n maki ng as 

a n implicit featur e , it i s logi cal to consi de r a v e r sio n of th e Ext e nded 

Model which in c orporates de cisions in the form of ze r o- on e vari able s . 

Th is model i s basically th e sa me as th e Ex tended Mod e l, with the same 

tim e s tru c tur e, int erac tion and dema nd co nstraint s . Th e bud gets , h owev er , 
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in each time period (after an i n itial ~0 der go a s li g ht c h a n ge : 
. assumed - to a l ter service 

l
0

terval) a n e xplicit operator's decision is 

Th e h
. upon a test made on the number of t ravel l ers 

D"t" not . d ee ision inge s 

LO prev io u s time p e riod s . 

In th e ma th e ma tical 
· · Model re t ai ns 

terms, therefore, this Decision 

co nstraint s ( a ), (b) and (d) of the 

~ tightly d iffe r e nt form and another 

Extended Model , but (c) t akes on a 

set of constrai n ts (cl), are added: 

(C) y - 1 

> 
C.g Z.g-Ti) 

1 1 

1 
(c) 

g=y - T. 
l 

~here th ey~ are zero - one. lR . 
1 

z y 
i 

Z
y - T. 
. l 

l 

Z 
y - T. 

. 1 -~ 
l 

< .... 
~ 

y:y . 
1 

each y, 3~y~Y, each i 

h i each y' 3~y.~Y' eac 

as 1
· n th e Extended Model, and all other 

Obje c tiv e function s are 

assumptions and characteristics are th e same . 

4 . 8 Discussion on the results 

T 

r 

-r 
.... 

'-

model have tended to back 
The results produced from this 

up ideas suggested 

of 
illustration of a typical solution 

by the pr e vious models . Fig . 5 is an 
Extended Model, 

h . d 1 h features ar e simil a r to the tis De cision Moe; t e 
eve n well away from th e end effect, 

exc e pt that mode switching is ev ident d 

d 
'th the Simple Model . A similar type of en 

"1hich re se mbl e those observe wi . . n-
therefore that including a d e cisio 

effect is pr ese nt as well . It se ems 
of linear model does not produc e results 

makin g machinery in thi s type d ntinuous 
th an those from a straightforwar co 

that are significantly better 
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linear model. It is interesting to note that this echoes the similar 

results found in research project portfolio evaluation and 
(4) 

optimisation models. Freeman and Gear have also shown how by 

adroit formulation, integer programming techniques may be avoided. 

4.9 Discussion of the formulations 

The three models presented so far have been constructed with the 

expressed purpose of utilising established LP/MP algorithms, thus 

avoiding the time consuming task of developing suitable computer 

programs. It is acknowledged that this approach has required some 

sweeping assumptions to be made; however similar assumptions have 

to be made with any attempt to model time structured situations. The 

Simple Model contains the most basic simplifications, particularly 

with regard to time structure; it is apparent from results that this is 

indeed a gross over-simplification, but the attempt gives confirmation 

to what has been assumed in literature elsewhere. Namely that the time 

structure must be explicit. 

The Extended and Decision Models are formulated similarly -

if more simply than many other dynam1·c d 1 h 1 · d mo es, sue as mu t1-perio 

multi-mode transportation models. The only factor of the models presented 

here which lend th s em a special flavour is the interaction inherent in 

the mixed mode competition situation, but this is merely an added 

constraint. Consider Midler's{Z) formulation for a stochastic multi

period multi-mode transportation model. Excluding the interaction 

factor, this model and the Extended Model are basically the same, though 

the latter is rather simpler. Our control variables are the variables 
y 

Zi' the number of people travelling by mode i in period y. The state 

variables in the Extended Model refer to demand for travel, budget levels, 

etc .• which we have assumed fixed. As consideration here is of a single 

link, auxiliary and conservation equations do not appear. It is evident 

therefore that lessons gained from these models apply to many other 

dynamic situations. It cannot be denied that formulations such as 
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Midler's have much more to offer in terms of a more precise representation 

of the real situation and the value of such models should not be under

estimated. It may be contended that many such detailed approaches would 

produce equally good results if they were somewhat simpler and our models 

and results indicate that this could be true in many dynamic situations. 

Here, for example, a mixed mode transport model has been formulated 

succinctly while retaining the essential features of the system. The 

formulations presented here may be regarded as an essential stage in the 

process of representing dynamic systems; a model which may be regarded 

as the next stage in this process is presented later. The construction of 

a complicated formulation is readily achieved, but the elimination of 

unnecessary detail by practical studies of both the system and the model's 

behaviour is required if the results are to be comprehensible and 

readily appreciated. Dynamic systems exhibit a resilience and robustness 

that make them particularly awkward to construct, calibrate, and analyse. 

5. RESULTS OF THE THREE LINEAR MODELS 

The three models presented so far are linear in form; it was expected 

originally that such linear models, even if not numerically accurate, 

would at least produce results that were non-trivial and follow patterns 

that might be observed from the real situation. However, although results 

may be non-trivial in the form of educational content, these models do 

not produce the dynamic characteristics that might be expected from their 

internal structure. It is true the time structure incorporated into the 

Extended and Decision Models have a more realistic effect than the very 

constricting structure of the Simple Model, but even then it is only too 

easy to obtain stable equilibrium positions throughout the solution. 

Although this may be due in part to the initial basic assumptions that 

have been made throughout regarding the use of a single link, factors 

affecting passenger reaction and the like, there is no doubt that the 

inflexibility of a linear two-dimensional model is a major disadvantage. 

It is possible to see how this might be so. Consider, for example, 

Fig. 6 which shows the feasible region for a sub-time-period when the 
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total problem is broken down into a number of sub-problems, one for 

each period. For each such sub-problem the model attempts to find a 

solution inside the demand and on the interaction constraints with 

regard for budgets and objectives. This is an extremely limiting 

situation and helps explain why the use of more sophisticated MP 

methods, such as integer programming with zero-one variables,does not 

necessarily improve results of these models by a significant amount. In 

the two-mode case there are only two degrees of freedom and this 

inhibits the success of the model to a very great extent. It may be 

said that the modelling of such a dynamic problem correctly requires 

a high degree of sophistication in the specification of the problem 

to be indicated in the formulation (and hence by implication perhaps 

more sophisticated MP methods). The non-linearites and complex constraints 

inherent in the time staged system are not adequately reflected in the 

simplification required for linear and simple mixed integer formulations. 

It is not easy to foresee that this would be the case, but the 

linear models do show this up. The Extended and Decision Models 

produce more meaningful results than the Simple Model simply because 

they include more details of the problem. But even then variations of 

coefficients bring little change to the form of solutions, in fact 

these linear models are remarkably insensitive to variations in the 

objective functions, due to their inflexibility. These models are 

clearly inadequate for direct use, but they do help to spotlight the 

difficulties and crucial points in modelling this type of problem with 

MP methods. More realistic models would include more modes to increase 

flexibility and non-linear functions as both constraints and objectives. 

A non-linear model using separate programming would enable interactions, 

fares, and demand curves to be included in a straightforward manner. 

Such a model will be presented later in this paper. 

It is necessary to remark at this point of the achievement of 

feasible solutions in these models. The switching effects between modes 

which may be interpreted in a dynamic framework are largely dependent 
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upon the feasibility of the specific problem, and are therefore mainly 

controlled by the budget constraints. This explains why variation of the 

objective function does not significantly alter results, while variation 

of the budget does produce a marginal effect. The budget constraints 

incorporate the time lag structure in terms of sizes of coefficients in a 

similar way to the objective function; thus an optimal solution may be 

viewed as an equilibrium obtained from the forward lags 'rebounding' from 

the time horizon. However in the linear bi-modal case the optimal 

solution is not far removed from an initial feasible state, and this is 

one of the major disadvantages of formulating a dynamic situation in 

linear terms. 

It is apparent that the number of time periods employed in any 

dynamic model must be large enough to allow end effects to die down. 

The models here expose the common and basic problem of end effects in 

any time-dependent model with an explicit or implicit time horizon. It 

is interesting to speculate whether the extent of the period and level 

of stable modal split in all these models would alter if further time 

periods were to be added. There is nothing to suggest what the effect 

would be, except that the Extended and Decision Models produce signif

icant end effects suggesting that some re-distribution is being forced 

into the final few periods. Any investigation into end effects must be 

carried out with the type of time-lag and time-structure in mind; in the 

approach for this paper each problem is solved globally as a.n LP problem, 

so that optimisation is carried out without any special regard for any 

particular variable or time period. This means that the time structure 

and decision-making machinery has to be specified completely in every 

model. It is possible that a better method would be decomposition of 

the problem. Then the sub-problem for each time-period could be solved 

separately~ with each sub-problem being built on decisions from previous 

sub-problems
9 

producing an iterative sequential procedure. The problem 

may be modelled very naturally by this method, although results should 

not be very different from a global solution. For large problems de

composition is an important consideration when the size of MP computer 

software is limited. As such a process is extremely cumbersome, the 
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advantages do net: become apparent until the global problem becomes 

excessively large; this will happen when a large number of time 

periods are present, due to the block diagonal feature of the matrices 

in the mathematical programming configurations. 

The results of the initial studies into modelling an interactive 

dynamic system by LP methods have been in some respects disappointing 

and attempts to model the problem using only straightforward linear 

methods have not succeeded. However the reasons for the failures 

have been most enlightening, and more information has been gained from 

these failures than would have been possible if a more 'sophisticated' 

(i.e. detailed) model had been built at once. Certainly one of the main 

conclusions is that the behaviour of a modelled dynamic problem 

depends to a large extent upon the amount of information regarding the 

structure of the problem included in the model; it is not possible to 

include enough information in a linear bf-modal interpretation of 

the mixed modal competition system. But enough information is now 

available to give clear directions if more sophisticated models should 

be built, and these directions will be followed up in the final model 

to be presented. 

The more powerful MP tools are required, and are more likely 

to be successful in reproducing dynamic behaviour for study. But it 

would not be surprising to discover that the predicted overall modal 

splits were much the same as those forecast by the 'simpler' models: 

the persistence of the 'simple' results through several levels of 

sophistication of the model over time is typical of dynamic models. 

As the general characteristics of the model formulations have now been 

established, the next step must be to introduce further degrees of 

freedom for response allowed by the use of several modes of competition; 

this will be demonstrated in the final section. It is already clear 

that this initial restricted analysis of problem characteristics, an 

approach that has been noticeably lacking in the literature available, 

has been of considerable value in understanding the results and in 
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improving detailed representations productively. 

6. NON-LINEAR APPROACH 

As already discussed, results from the three linear models suggest that 

there are several essential features that any model of a mixed-modal 

competitive transport system must possess. A model has therefore been 

cons true ted which maintains the basic simplicity of the earlier models, 

but which in two particular directions is an advance along the lines 

proposed earlier. As a first step we have raised the number of competing 

modes to 3. This is a natural but necessary extension as it increases 

the number of degrees of freedom of the model. Secondly, the interaction 

Th 1·s is more realistic and allows us constraint(s) are now non-linear. 

to include for example, exponential curves in a natural way .All other 

characteristics of the linear models are retained, even to the extent 

· It is recognised that of maintaining linear budget and objective rows. 

this model is not at the production level, but it does allow one to 

demonstrate more readily the advantages of this more sophisticated model 

over the linear models. The use of general functions as constraints is 

a straightforward extension and need not be included for the purposes of 

this demonstration. The model has the following configuration for a 

model with three modes, using the established notation. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

4 

L z. y = d 
i=l 1 

each y, 1 ~ Y ~ Y 

3 ·~ a.. 
1 

f3 -- = - z~ i=l 

each y, 1 ~ y ~ Y B constant 

1 

") y~ (F / z/-Ti _ cY z/-Ti) ~ Bi each i, 1 ~ i ~ 3 

y=3 

·the obj ec ti ve functions may take many forms, incorporating 

terms such as appear in (c). 
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The model requires the use of separate programming due to 

the non-linear functions. These functions are represented by piecewise 

linear approximation, and the algorithm employed (ICL(S)) generates 

further refinements of this approximation. The final problem submitted 

to the MP software system is thus larger than that used for the strictly 

linear models, and more computer time is required to run it. 

Results from initial runs of this model are presented in Figs. 

7, 8, 9 and 10. Figs. 7, 8, 9 show two runs with the same objectives 

but different objective functions, while Fig. 10 is similar but the taxi

mode is unconstrained - i.e. the taxi operators are not concerned with 

costs. Fig. 10 does not demonstrate a typical result of the model as the 

unrestrained taxi costs produce an effectively bi-modal situation. 

However, it is interesting to observe that the resultant switching of 

demand between bus and car alone is similar to that obtained from the 

elementary linear bi-modal models. 

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are the first results which produce switching between 

3 modes and time lag effects which may be expected from the real life 

situation, even though the time scale is rather short. It is known that 

any model of a dynamic problem which does not have an infinite time 

horizon produces results with characteristic start and end effects. 

The models of this study follow this trend but the 12 periods employed 

here in the initial problem do seem to be just enough to produce dynamic 

behaviour which is in line with practical experience, although comments 

referring to the linear models earlier still apply, and a 24-period model 

would show further improvements as the ratio of longest lag and total 

period covered was reduced. 

Fig. 9 shows clearly time lag effects, particularly with regard 

to the taxi mode, but Figs. 7 and 8 show more dramatically these time 

effects, particularly when considered in conjunction with each other. 
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Consider Fig. 8: The objective function of bus revenue is 

maximised over the first 5 periods while no optimisation is attempted 

over the remaining 7. It is at once clear that bus passengers do not 

react to a great extent after the optimisation has ceased and are largely 

independent of the objective function. But there is an immediate drop in 

taxi passengers and, after a lag, the car passengers. 

ually stabilise, but they take 6 periods to do so. 

Both modes event-

Fig. 7 now becomes particularly interesting as the position of 

Fig. 8 is reversed. Over the first 4 periods, when no optimisation is 

taking place, there is a great deal of intermodal switching, but when 

the maximisation begins a stable situation is obtained until the final 

period when the familiar end effect is seen. Thus behaviour has been 

b d f the real l ife situation, and which o tained which may be expecte rom 

results from the linear models, have predicted. The introduction of a 

th · · h d ced this situation, and ird mode and a non-linear constraint as pro u 

it is evident that the conclusions drawn from the simpler models were 

correct. True dynamic behaviour may only be obtained when enough 

realism has been built into the model; the minimum amount of information 

in this case consists of enough modes to allow flexibility and a fairly 

· Having established that the Precise representation of the interactions. 

ear11..· er 1 . · sti· fi" ed models of more complex situations cone us1ons were JU , 

may be built knowing how much information we must include in the 

formulations. 

It is clear that the point has now been reached where meaningful 

models may be constructed, but with maximum economy of specification. 

Computer time may therefore be kept to a minimum, while useful results 

are still produced. It is easy to extend this type of model to include 

general network descriptions (multi-link), multiple modes and different 

types of (non-linear) constraints. As the model stands at present such 

generalisations would produce a rather large, but by no means unworkable, 

mathematical configuration. However the block diagonal structure of the 

time-feedback models employed here lends itself to decomposition and 
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recursive techniques; so much so that an extension to the LP400 

system (ICL (S)) has been defined to incorporate user procedures 

and hence allow the use of these techniques. The advantages of this 

type of approach are clear as it allows us to solve sub-problems 

sequentially with corresponding reduction in the size of the individual 

problem that is actually handled. Indeed, this is a logical method 

of attack, as the structure of the sub-problems (one for each time 

period) are similar and the composition of each sub-problem depends 

on previous sub-problems, due to the time structure. Information 

may be carried forward from sub-problem to sub-problem as each is 

solved, facilitating the incorporation of time lags and time 

dependencies. Moreover a recycling process may easily be introduced, 

together with some sort of convergence test, and thus there is in 

effect an infinite time horizon. 

For example, the inclusion of a generalised network produces 

the following configuration. 

(al) -> m 
(y)~ - z .. k d .. 

k l.J l.J 
ally; (l~y~Y) i, jcS, kcN 

(bl) l Am m 
z .. k (y) < dkn - l.J n ._ ally; i, jsS, n, ksN 

i,j 

(cl) Lzkn (y) = z k' (y) 
k k n 

ally; n,k,k' £ N 

(dl) f Q, (f (y)) = 0 ally; l~i~L, some L 

Max F(~ (1), ... ,f (Y)) 

Here, Sis the set of admissible zones, N the set of 

admissible nodes. y refers to time period, i, j to origin and 

destination zones, m to mode andn, k to nodes. Z is the vector of 
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all Zijk and f, Fare general functions. (a 1) therefore expresses 

the limit of demand between zones, (b 1) says that capacity dkn on link 

(k, n) must not be exceeded and (c 1) expresses continuity of flow at 

node n. fQ, provides the various interaction, budget, etc, constraints. 

It is apparent that this configuration gives a precise description 

of the system, and as such may be used to provide analysis of the mixed 

model transport system. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The approach described in this paper may be applied to many other 

time-dependent situations, such as urban growth and delayed environ

mental impact problems. The work described here, in all types of 

models, has shown that a time-dependent problem has inherent character

istics which mean that any mathematical representation must include 

a certain number of basic features. The linear and non-linear model 

results have borne this out. However to obtain acceptable behaviour 

the model can 1n fact be simplified to a reasonably high degree, 

even though powerful MP tools, such as separable·programming, may 

have to be used. The degree of representation proved necessary within 

the model indicates that separable progrannning and/or generalised 

upper bounds are indeed profitable lines to pursue. 

A search of available literature has been made to find 

assistance in attacking this class of problem. Many papers have 

been found, such as (1), (2), which attempt to solve a similar type 

of problem, but while plenty of work has been done in postulating 

precise mathematical structures, there is very little evidence to 

suggest that such models have been tested on 'real' data to any 

appreciable extent. The studies presented in this Report have 

confirmed that complicated structures are not necessarily required 

to produce dynamic behaviour although certain basic features must 

be included at a fair level of detail to achieve this. 
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The application of the analytical framework now defined is 

easier to specify than the processes reported here. The block diagonal 

structure of this class of problems can be exploited to ensure that 

large systems can be handled without further model development. An 

extension to the LP400 system (ICL(S) has been defined to allow user 

procedures - and consequently flexible model definitions - to be 

incorporated. The initial areas of application have been selected; 

they are:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

can a fare/operator policy be defined that is consistent 

both with maximal user satisfaction and the operators 

desire to minimise operating losses or maximise profits? 

do control or information collection policies exist which 

can be employed to sustain public transport in the face 

of competition? 

given (1), (2), what criteria should be used to award and 

subdivide transport block grants to achieve specific user 

and operator goals? 

The tentative use of game theory to the restricted problem 

of freight transport pricing and scheduling by Charnes, Kirby, 

Littlechild and Raike(S) et al indicates that our less ambitious 

approach to the more general problem is feasible. The work of 

Bergendah1<
3

) on network investments indicates that extensions 

generalised networks are also feasible. 
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